Suggestion for an online form for people to submit anonymous comments or concerns. Anonymous, safe form for library staff to put forth ideas and concerns in a confidential manner. LFSC would collect these concerns and share them with Anne (led to discussion of clearing this with Anne first).

We'll float the idea by Anne.

We don't want to raise expectations or just have a complaint box. Something needs to happen—response or action. In addition to any response from leadership this form could be a source of LF programming ideas.

George will set up a test form.

Revision of bylaws based on discussions. Rachel will post those.

Approximate language for bylaw change re voting: Allowing for the greatest participation of staff while recognizing the range of disparate schedules LFSC will provide at least two opportunities for discussion before any online vote.

Regarding whether or not to collect names at forum programming, we decided that whichever LFSC member is taking notes will also do a rough head count with an idea of how many academic/non-academic staff come to each Forum.

Brief discussion of LF logo.